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ABSTRACT 

 

SANAZ AHMADZADEH SIYAHROOD. Developing a Plugin in QGIS For Selecting the 

Location of a New Manufacturing Plant  

(Under the direction of PROF. JEFFERSON ELLINGER) 

   

With the growth of the technology-driven world, today many designs and analyzes depend 

on smart software to address different computational concepts. In the meantime, locating and 

finding a suitable place for establishing a facility is one of them and is considered by urban 

designers, regional planners, and architects. Accordingly, the main goal of this study is developing 

a plugin in QGIS to aid in the decision-making of selecting the location of a new manufacturing 

plant by prioritizing the places that have the most renewable energies. Considering this logic has 

two main purposes; the first one is renewable resources, such as sunlight, wind, rain, tides, waves, 

and geothermal heat can supply all the energies needed for the productions of these factories while 

causing as little harm to the environment as possible. Second, we can locate these factories in 

locations with a low unemployment rate while providing maximum suitable conditions and 

facilities for the workers, thus helping to reduce unemployment rates in those areas. To reach these 

main goals, we developed a computational system titled the site selection decision making (SSDM 

| Site Selection Decision Making) plugin in QGIS3.12 software. The clustering method was used 

for clustering the important locations based on their accessibility to other facilities. Then binary 

classification which is a supervised machine learning algorithm, and its goal is to predict 

categorical class labels including discrete and unordered format was used for analysis and 

returning the final results. Pycaret library; pycaret.classification has been used for implementing 

the machine learning algorithm. In this regard, binary classification determines whether a site is 

suitable for establishing a new industrial factory or not. Therefore, its answer is yes or no 

considering several significant factors. 
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 

1.1 – INITIAL CONCEPT 

Studio Lab 2 with Professor Jefferson Ellinger sparked my interest in selecting this topic 

for my thesis. The course mainly was about uncovering and refining some details about different 

aspects of healthcare facilities; however, the intention was to design an artifact, dashboard, or 

application that could uncover urban spatial relationships through the collaboration between 

different stakeholders using unsupervised machine learning. In speculation, the initial concept of 

the MEDLOC (MEDical LOCator), ranged from a design interface for an “app” or tool to spatial 

organization. In that study, the final product became a collaborative dashboard for the stakeholders 

of the healthcare department which would include doctors, hospital deans or CEO, designers that 

could include architects and urban planners, real estate developers, and so on to collaborate with 

each other about several main factors of healthcare facilities such as access to public transportation, 

related infrastructure, etc. in different areas of Chicago city. Hence, MedLoc became a platform 

that visualized complex relationships between the different types of data geospatially and by 

applying the power of unsupervised machine learning algorithms, provided a vision for different 

stakeholders. So various stakeholders, based on their demands, or their expertise, could benefit 

from  MEDLOC. 

MEDLOC collaborated with a national architecture firm to develop a computational system 

to help developers address a variety of challenges. Hence, through the use of unsupervised machine 

learning, MEDLOC developed as an intuitive, user-friendly collaborative dashboard that helped 

identify the types of care needed by groups of people and where best to position services based on 

their needs. The system, which combines disparate types of data, such as demographics and air 

quality, produces a heat map of a city showing where there is a high demand for certain types of 
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care. Also, by using unsupervised machine learning algorithms for processing geospatial data, 

MEDLOC serves both as an interface and as a processing system for spatial organization, which 

provides the capability of visualizing complex relationships between various types of unrelated 

geospatial data. Synthesizing this information, a vision of stakeholder groups, and empirical data, 

leads to a visualization that quickly shows the city index while allowing easy access to all the 

underlying information to guide decision-making. 

In this study unsupervised machine learning algorithms, in specific, clustering methods, K-

Mean clustering, and DBScan models, were used to generate the visualizations to facilitate 

collaboration between the different domain experts. Additionally, silhouette analysis was used to 

determine the optimal number of clustering in the K-Mean algorithm. As a result, silhouette 

coefficients assessed the optimum number of clusters parameters for each point in the dataset. 

Thus, silhouette analysis was used as a way to ensure that the dataset was clustered well. To assess 

the feasibility of installing a new distributed healthcare infrastructure in Chicago, the project used 

the application to index the city. MEDLOC includes three original (and complementary) sections: 

explorer, preview, and magnifier, and finally synthesizer. The explorer displays all types of data 

(features) in the database. The preview and magnifier feature visualizes data visualization, while 

the synthesizer shows the heat map outcome. In this regard, an area in the city with similar values 

and/or criteria is colored based on a synthesis of the selected datasets (features). By using 

unsupervised machine learning models, MEDLOC allows users to see how complex interactions 

of data types are related. The machine learning algorithms synthesize input from domain experts 

and user-inspired research and identify locations that would best meet the needs of target users and 

all stakeholders. 
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Studio Lab 2 was an ideal start for the concepts and methods of human-centered design, 

and it gave me a fundamental understanding of interaction design, starting with user-research 

methods for determining the needs and desires of target users. Studio Lab 2 which was a 

computational design program took a computer science view of design, applying both the science 

and art of computing to design, visualization, analysis, evaluation, interaction, and aesthetic 

expression as well as applying machine learning algorithms, creating a comprehensive database, 

and finally implementing the required codes in HTML and JavaScript language. Also, Studio Lab 

2, was a research and design-based course investigating new design opportunities and critical 

perspectives at the intersection of design and computation. By the end of the course, I gained 

experience with a broad scope of design principles and evaluation methodology leading to work 

with MongoDB, Python, and different types of machine learning algorithms especially 

unsupervised learning. As I had a perfect experience in all parts of that project, I was interested in 

continuing some main concepts of that project to be able to publish its result as an application or 

plug-in for another facility and with a different approach or model. So, I decided to select this topic 

as my thesis title. Besides, as I had the research method 2 courses in spring 2021, I could complete 

some research around this topic. 
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1.2 – INTRODUCTION 

Selecting and finding the best location for factories and manufacturing plants with 

considering sustainability parameters are among the major goals of most local governments, 

planners, architects, and urban designers around the world since in recent years we have witnessed 

major changes in the location of the economic activities, with emphasis on geographical disperse 

of them[1]. That is why determining the best location to serve companies’ profitability and 

sustainability is becoming more crucial every day. To find the optimal location for a new facility, 

the location-allocation model can be one of the appropriate tools to cover the majority of planners’ 

demands and needs in the most effective way. In this regard, locating manufacturing plants like 

other facilities and allocating demands to these locations have been implemented within the 

environment of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in different studies[2]. If we consider 

factory as one of this main economic activities, we can say that the location of this activity is of 

particular importance. Hence, establishing a factory is one of the main economic activities for 

which finding appropriate locations by considering diverse parameters is of great importance[3].  

The location is defined as a position in space and an area defined for a particular purpose, 

by the webster’s Dictionary. Therefore, the problems associated with the location are involved 

finding a particular position for a specific purpose, function, or activity[4]. Among diverse types 

of location problems related to the GIS, the measurement of the place of a particular thing can be 

considered as the most common problem[5]. The measurement of the location of almost everything 

on the earth can be performed as long as allocating enough time and energy for that and this kind 

of problem is defined as measurement problems[6]. Searching for the proper location for an 

activity or purpose is the second common type of problem in this subject which is named the 

location search problem[7]. Regarding this, it is common for referring to the location search 
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problem as a facility location problem[8]. To illustrate more about the type of problems in this 

category, defining a place for one activity, for example, a gas station, or defining places for a group 

of interrelated facilities or activities, such as fire station for a city, are called single or multiple 

location problems, respectively[9]. In addition to the previous explanation, It is important to 

mention that diverse geospatial parameters which return the capital investment, are considered 

during locating a factory site[10]. In particular, the site location analysis for a manufacturing plant 

can be analyzed in two steps: legal point of view and site-specific perspective[11]. The word 

“factory or manufacturing plant” in this work refers to the production facilities of all parts, 

junkyards, and related shops. To receive factory construction approval from a local government 

urban management, various standards and complex legal considerations and information must be 

considered[12]. The complexity and huge quantity are among important characteristics of legal 

considerations which also are constantly subject to change and update. Therefore, reducing the 

cost and time in considering corresponding legal issues in defining a site for a factory is of great 

importance in establishing a factory or manufacturing plant[13]. In the case of using spatial 

analysis algorithms regarding legal information for locating a factory, Open Geospatial 

Consortium (OGC) standards are among the great sources that can be used for this purpose[14]. 

One of the benefits of using OGC for approaching legal information is that many remote users can 

get access to legal-based processes with spatial perspectives[15]. In work conducted by Peter Schut 

(2007), after identification of related important processes, only analytical processes with geospatial 

properties were screened and implemented as OGC[16]. However, this part of the explanation was 

only for some clarification of the process, and it is out of the scope of this study.  

As we know there are lots of visible lands, but the optimum sustainable location for 

establishing a new factory is Invisible[17]. As lots of parameters and factors are involved in finding 
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the best location for manufacturing plant, therefore in this thesis, we are developing a 

computational system and in specific, a plug-in in QGIS as a proposed strategy to assess the 

feasibility of installing a new factory with considering and investigating important factors in 

California State. Accordingly, this plugin refers to the algorithm used primarily in a geographic 

information system, and with the characteristics of a place (Longitude and Latitude for each 

location) and the analysis it performs, it determines whether the desired place can be a suitable 

place for building a factory or not? 

The location of a manufacturing plant can be described as determining where it will operate 

most economically and effectively[18]. An ideal Location may not, by itself, guarantee and 

confirm success but it certainly contributes to the smooth and efficient working of the 

organization[19]. There may be a need for location selection in the following circumstances: 

• When the business is newly started. 

• An existing business has outgrown its original facilities. 

• A lease expires. 

• Other social-economic reasons[20] 

and among all of the possible conditions, the main goal of this study is finding the location for the 

manufacturing plant when the business is newly starting.  
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SECTION 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 – FINDING THE PURE LOCATION 

The locational search problem is considered one of the important issues in urban planning 

and urban design. In this section, one of the early changes which greatly affected the development 

of GIS to be involved with location search problems over large regions is discussed[21]. In the 

1970s, the development and use of geographical databases for the storage of environmental data 

as well as planning them began in many states[22]. Land use and natural resource inventories like 

the LUNR from the State of New York and the MAGI (Maryland Automated Geographic 

Information) database of Maryland are examples of these kinds of systems[23]. However, it should 

be mentioned that from a historical standpoint, the Dangermond of ESRI (Environmental Systems 

Research Institute) was a principal developer of the MAGI database. During 1970, whether 

electrical utilities could meet the increasing electricity demand or not, was significantly debated. 

Also, there were some doubts over the existence of enough power plants[24]. To address these 

concerns, the project of power plant siting was funded by the state of Maryland, and the design 

and development of a simple grid-based GIS were created[25]. That should be mentioned that the 

planning office of the State of Maryland still is in charge of managing and updating this database, 

however, now that is performed in both raster and vector formats. Locating rights-of-way for roads 

and transmission power lines also has been evolved using GIS[26]. It is noteworthy to mention 

that most of these developments in computerized modeling for locating linear facilities have been 

managed by using some type of GIS, especially the raster type[27]. McHarg (1969) could develop 

a process that presents a precursor to the classic overlay process in GIS by using design with 

nature, for which a color acetate map sheet for each basic theme was developed which could be 

used in the location of a corridor[28]. This map had a shading property which was from light (high 
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appropriateness) to dark (low appropriateness); by laying all sheets on top of each other and 

placing them on a light table, those areas with a little color were considered to be the best places 

in terms of suitability score[29]. This process was looking for a finding the most direct route that 

is connecting the interested points together by considering the point that they should pass through 

as many lightly colored areas as possible. 

Besides all these tries, four general classes are involved with the most location models[30]: 

median, covering, capacitated, and competitive. In this classification, a median model indicates 

locating a fixed number of facilities in a way that we get the minimized average distance from any 

selected user for their closest facility[31]. Locating facilities in such a manner to cover all or most 

within some chosen service distance (commonly named the maximum service distance) is involved 

with covering models. The general idea behind this model is that the more we serve users relatively 

close to a specific facility, the better our service condition would be[32]. As an example, in 

ambulance deployment projects, a common goal is to serve at least 90% of the targeted population 

within 8 minutes. Classic median models are involved with assuming that there is enough source 

available at each facility to manage all demands. Therefore, we assume that everyone is going to 

be served by the closest facility[33]. On the other hand, some limitations on possible 

accomplishments at each specific facility (such as the number of units that can be produced, the 

quantity of demand that can be assigned, the volume of garbage can be managed, etc.) are 

considered incapacitated facility models[34]. However, considering the cases in which a 

competitor can readjust to location decisions that other competitors are making over desired time 

frames all are discussed with the competition models. To illustrate this model more, for example, 

if a specific firm locates a new branch in a new location that can exploit a poorly served area of a 

particular competitor, that competitor may decide to relocate a branch to a new place so that it can 
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return some of its lost markets[35]. Therefore, in making any location decision, that is very vital 

to discuss the potential response of competitors trying to prevent loss in their business. From a 

general perspective, it should be mentioned that the median, covering, and capacitated models are 

usually addressed as classical optimization models, while competition models are often addressed 

by game theory and simulation[36]. In this regard, Beaumont (1981), Brandeau and Chiu (1989), 

Eiselt (1992), ReVelle (1987), and Schilling et al (1993) have provided great resources for location 

research[37]. For defining a specific location problem, the relationship between the defined points 

as demand and defined points as a facility is involved very closely. Although the demand is 

commonly spread over space (such as a census tract, or an apartment), it is often represented as a 

single point[38]. In more detail, most models are based on the assumption that points are used for 

representing demands, however, there are diverse significant exceptions to this general assumption 

in the literature, such as the work of Wesolowsky and Love (1971) in which demand is indicated 

by continuous rectangular areas[39]. In this regard, a facility site can be represented as points, 

lines, or areas. For example, in case of a corridor location problem, the facility usually represents 

a curvilinear facility like a roadway that is connecting two pre-defined points. However, for 

continuous surface problems, generally, facility locations can be placed anywhere. For network 

models, facility sites are commonly described as nodes, however, significant concepts have been 

developed addressing the location along arcs or links. In most cases, both demand and facility sites 

are represented as discrete points because solution algorithms have been developed for such 

cases[40]. Based on this logic, a classification of the location model based on the geometric 

representation of demand and the geometric representation of target facilities was discussed by 

Miller (1996). For instance, for defining a polygon-polygon location problem which involves the 

location of a set of polygons to serve a set of weighted polygons, the demands showed as polygons 
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and facilities presented by polygons can be utilized[41]. For example, this perspective can be found 

in very-large-scale integration design and production layout. That was argued that GIS can give 

us a good opportunity to represent location model characteristics such as the shape and size of the 

facility, and such improvements can give the potential to advance the relevance and flexibility of 

facility models[42]. GIS can become a vital part of many locations model approaches in the future. 

2.2 – LOCATION ALLOCATION MODEL 

The roots of Location Science can be found in the literature of location analysis that started 

with work by von Thunen (1826) about land use allocation and Launhardt (1872) and Weber 

(1909) about industrial location[43]. The location of industrial facilities was initially focused on 

locating facilities that needed raw materials, such as iron ore, from local deposits, as well as 

transportation of the products. As a result, the concept of a location triangle, like the one shown in 

Figure 1, was derived[44]. As we can see in the image, there was no allocation component in this 

initial view of the location of production. To supply the market with a known demand, the 

production facility would have to transport raw materials from a reliable and known source to the 

industrial facility and then make the product before shipping it to the market[45]. In this case, the 

only thing left to do was to locate the plant so that shipping costs of raw materials and finished 

products would be minimized. The main difference between Launhardt and Weber's studies was 

that Launhardt paid attention to the cost of building the transportation links between the factory 

and the raw material sources as well as the costs of material and product shipments, whereas Weber 

focused on transportation costs were related to the Euclidean distance and only assessed and 

measured the shipping costs for raw materials and products in his analysis[46]. Based on this 

regard, a true location problem, in this case, can be solved by knowing the interactions when 

locating the factory. According to Weber, the location triangle represents a simple example of a 
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more complicated problem of many markets and raw materials. Despite the fact that there could 

be more markets and specific material requirements, the flow of materials from the factory to its 

needed materials, and the flow of materials to multiple markets, remained fixed in quantity[47]. 

Hence, the flow of materials between the factory and the market, and the factory's interactions with 

multiple markets, remained fixed in numbers, despite the possibility of more markets and 

materials[48].  

 

Figure 1: Triangle of Weber - Location 

 

As opposed to pure location problems, location-allocation problems include factors such 

as the flow of raw materials and products, as well as assignment of services, that cannot be 

established beforehand and needs to be evaluated as part of the problem of location[49]. When 

more than one facility is being located, such cases occur. A Weber paradigm indicates that the 

value or cost of transportation or service is determined by the location of the facility relative to the 

markets it serves, so both facility placement and market allocation must be optimized 

simultaneously[50]. Location-allocation problems have been developed in a variety of ways over 

the past 50 years (Church and Murray, 2009). It is impossible to cover the wide range of location-

allocation modeling in this introduction and this issue is out of the scope of this project[51]. Just 

it is enough to know that two important and commonly used location-allocation models include: 

the p-median problem (Hakimi, 1964, 1965) and the classic warehouse location problem 

(Geoffrion and McBride, 1978; Beasley 1988), and companies and public sector agencies solve 

many location problems related to one of these two issues[52]. 
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SECTION 3: PROBLEM STATEMENT  

3.1 – PROBLEM STATEMENT AND HYPOTHESES 

Location modeling involves the search for the right location of the desired facilities to 

support some functions and demands. Examples range from retail site location to the location of 

multiple large facilities but in this study, we have designed a computational process to find the 

location which has the capability to build a new factory. As GIS has played a large role in the 

siting of single facilities, including rights-of-way for roads and transmission lines, therefore it will 

play a significant role in this study for finding the proper location. This thesis also describes some 

of the histories of location searches as supported by GIS. It also discusses some of the current 

impediments to the application of location models, issues associated with the integration of 

location models into QGIS, and future needs in QGIS functionality to support location models for 

manufacturing factories with priority given to sites that have the most renewable energies. 

3.2 – RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1. Which factors are significant in designing this computational system? 

2. How we should consider the factors and parameters which are involved in this analysis to reach 

an accurate result? What is the process of the analysis and weighting of the data? 

3. Which types of machine learning are required to analyze the data which are stored in our 

database? 

3.3 – OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

By combining Python code programming with supervised and unsupervised machine 

learning techniques, this study aims to create a computational system (plug-in) in QGIS that 

determines whether a location is suitable for building a factory or not by prioritizing the locations 

that are close to sites that have the most renewable energies in California State.   
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SECTION 4: DIFFICULTIES OF THIS STUDY 

4.1 – COLLECTING DATA  

One of the difficulties in this project is related to find some data for creating the database. 

As I should build a database from scratch for this project, so I need to collect the required data 

from different open resources. On the other hand, the selected site plan for this project is California 

state therefore, I should collect data from websites that provide some open-source data for this 

state. Based on my previous experience, sometimes these data are not available, or they are in the 

specific format that needs lots of modification, changes, or cleaning which this process usually 

takes a long time. 

4.2 – WEIGHTING DATA 

The other difficulty of this study is related to weighting all involved data for analysis. As 

mentioned before, there are many factors, parameters, and variables that are involved in this 

analysis but not all factors are equally important. Therefore, all variables which are involved in 

this analysis should be weighed based on their importance. Due to the initial concept of this thesis, 

since the priority is to find a location that has the most renewable, clean, and sustainable energy 

sources, energy resources factors should be considered with a higher weight (with the coefficient 

of greater importance) than other geographical factors. In addition to the above, according to the 

existing rules and regulations for locating urban land uses, the importance of economic factors 

such as employed and unemployed rate will be more important than some other statistical factors 

such as demographic information. Hence, all factors must be weighted according to the initial idea 

and to achieve this we consider the environmental layouts more than other layouts.  However, the 

hard part about weighting is the multiplicity of factors involved in the analysis as well as classical 

mathematical calculations, for which sometimes no similar example was found. 
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SECTION 5: METHODOLOGY AND CODE IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 – TOPIC MODELING 

Before explaining the mechanism and process of the analysis, to ensure the uniqueness of 

the topic, two steps were performed before finalizing the topic, including A) doing topic modeling 

B) searching in related articles as an existing state of knowledge and literature review. As the 

future target of this computational system is designing a plug-in for one of the architectural 

software, so primitive data, extracted from the food4Rhino website as the main source of these 

applications and software.  

A) In the first step, an account was created on Zyte website for collecting raw data from the 

food4Rhino website. 

 

Figure 2: Main page of Zyte website for collecting raw data. 

Then raw data (JSON format) was extracted from the food4Rhino website. Data includes 

all articles and explanations about related plug-ins. (application or plug-ins which have been 

designed to locate spaces, buildings, facilities, etc. in urban or rural space). 
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Figure 3: Extracting raw data (JSON format), from the food4Rhino website through Zyte website . 

 

Then topic modeling was done in Jupyter notebook with data that had been extracted from the 

food4Rhino website - Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model was used for this purpose. There 

are two general assumptions applied in the LDA: 

1- Documents that have similar words usually have the same topic 

2- Documents that have groups of words frequently occurring together usually have the same topic. 
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Mathematically, two assumptions can be represented in this model as follows: 

1- Documents probability distributes over latent topics. 

2- Topics probability distributes over words. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic of topic modeling 

In my results, I did not find any keywords related to location, place, automatic, etc. 
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Figure 5: Results of Jupyter notebook, Topic modeling – LDA method 
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B) Then I started to find the literature review of the topic – Search in different websites and 

collecting papers and books as references. In this search, I found some articles which tried to find 

the optimal place for the desired facility with classical mathematical methods, so I made sure that 

the topic of my thesis is relatively unique, and I assume that there is no study exactly similar that 

I have the plan to do. Since among all of the papers that I investigated, I did not find any 

computational system that can find the solution with help of machine learning algorithms with the 

priority of considering the sites that have the most renewable energies, the topic became finalized. 

 

Figure 6: A literature review of the study 

5.2 – WORK OUTLINE 

After making sure about the uniqueness of the topic it is time to talk about the methodology 

for designing this system. In the methodology section, the logic which has been used for all of the 

calculations is examined in detail. The following overview roadmap summarizes the requirements 

and logic in each step before diving into the depths of each section.  
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After searching in existing references as the literature review of this topic, most of the 

parameters which could be considered in this design were finalized as a checklist since those 

should be considered both in collecting data and building the database and in designing the plug-

in. Accordingly, the required data were collected as much as possible, based on the checklist that 

was created. This checklist consists of 119 items, but efforts are being made for future extensions 

of this plugin to find more parameters to be close to the reality for finding the best location. All 

the data were mapped in QGIS due to two reasons; first in order to exploratory data and getting 

more familiar with the California state and second since some analysis can be done in the QGIS 

environment. After this step, a comprehensive dataset was created and the logic of the core part of 

the plugin for calculations was designed. This part was so important because Python code was 

written based on the logic of the computing core part of the system. So, after finalizing the concept 

of calculation its Python code was written. Also, to reach the final result, supervised and 

unsupervised machine learning algorithms were used which are including clustering and binary 

classification through the Pycaret library. After completing all of these steps a plugin was created 

in QGIS and its user interface was designed based on the initial concept of this plugin. In the last 

step of implementation, all of the written codes were deployed to the main Python code of the 

plugin to test the entire system. In the end, with knowledge about the details of all parts, a 

schematic diagram was created to show the mechanism and backend workflow of the entire 

system. The novelty of this study is using different types of machine learning algorithms for 

finding the potential solutions, instead of using classical mathematic computing which has been 

used in previous studies. Besides, in this system, considering the locations which are close to the 

resources of renewable energies is a priority and is the other novelty of this study. That’s why 
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California state has been selected as a target site plan to test and analyze the sample data. In the 

following sections, all parts will be explained in detail. 

5.3 – CALIFORNIA STATE – SELECTED SITE FOR ANALYSIS  

California is the most populous state in the nation, has the largest economy, and is rich in 

energy resources, and produces more renewable energies than any other state in the United States. 

Based on the news of Los Angeles Times on April 29, 2021, California hit nearly 95% renewable 

energies and by far is the leading solar market in the US thanks to the numerous days of clear, 

sunny weather and that is why it is known as the Land of the Sun and Golden State. Also, the third-

largest state by land area, California stretches two-thirds of the way up the U.S. (1,000 miles long 

and 500 miles wide) hence it can be one of the best places to use lands for energy purposes. 

Although California is the second state (Texas is the first) in total energy consumption, on the 

other hand, the state has one of the lowest per capita energy consumption levels in the United 

States. The transition from nonrenewable to renewable energy in California has had a significant 

impact on the US' energy usage. As a result of these policies, it has challenged other states to 

decrease their reliance on fossil fuels. Furthermore, it has rendered our energy supply safer, 

healthier, and more sustainable, as well as cost-effective over the long term. In addition to being 

one of the most beautiful states in the country, California is also a major source of renewable, 

sustainable energy. This state is not only the second-largest provider of renewable energy in the 

country (Washington is #1), but it has largely eliminated the use of coal in its electricity production 

operations. This state is not only the second-largest provider of renewable energy in the country 

(Washington is #1), but it has largely eliminated the use of coal in its electricity production 

operations. In order of promoting renewable energy, this state has moved away from energy 

resources that are less safe and towards more environmentally friendly ones[53]. As a result of 
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California's growing awareness of clean energy potential, the state's government has finally 

recognized the downside of fossil fuels. 

Does California use renewable energy? 

It is for two primary reasons that California is a big proponent of renewable energy. 

Sunshine and wind are abundant in this state due to its geographical location. First, renewable 

energy reserves will continue to be abundant in California so long as the wind blows and the sun 

shines. Despite its diverse climate, California experienced the fourth hottest average temperature 

in the U.S. in 123 years in 2018 and even though the state is prone to droughts, its rivers and lakes 

make it ideal for hydropower generation. Secondly, local government initiatives and incentives 

play an important role in California's success in using renewable energy. Often, Native American 

tribes in California receive compensation from the Department of Energy (DOE) when installing 

energy projects on tribal lands[54]. Further, the California Solar Initiative provides residents with 

grants and rebates as a way to encourage their rooftop solar installations. Hence, California's 2019 

building energy efficiency standards mandate that solar photovoltaic systems be installed on all 

new homes starting in 2020. 

What are California’s primitive and mani sources of renewable energies? 

Solar energy, wind energy, hydro (hydroelectric/hydrogen) energy, tidal energy, 

geothermal energy, biomass energy, and ocean energy are currently the most popular renewable 

energy sources in this state. Solar power is a major source of energy in California. Most of 

California's solar power comes from its southeastern deserts. The state's biggest solar thermal and 

solar photovoltaic (PV) plants are located in southeastern, and there are also solar PV plants 

scattered throughout the rest of the state. Around one-seventh5 of the state's net generation in 2018 
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was generated by utility-scale PV and solar thermal facilities. Solar energy provided nearly 25% 

of California's net electricity generation, including small-scale generation. Besides wind power, 

solar power is one of the most commonly used renewable energy sources in California State. It is 

easy for professionals to install and maintain solar panels on public buildings. In parts of the US 

where there is a lot of sunlight each day, solar energy is also a reliable alternative to fossil fuels. 

Wildfires are common in California because the state is generally very warm. In recent years, acres 

of natural land have been destroyed by wildfires. There were 4,257,863 acres6 burnt, 33 fatalities, 

and 10,488 destroyed or damaged structures in 2020 so this year was especially bad. As a state 

which is susceptible to fires, some might argue that it is even more vital that California continues 

to utilize renewable energy so diligently. 

What are the best renewable energy sources in California? 

California is not only a leader in solar energy production, it is also a leader in biomass 

energy production. During the height of the biofuels industry, California's biomass power plants 

produced 800 megawatts of electricity from 66 direct combustion biomass plants. Approximately 

140,000 tons of wood pellets are produced every year in two notable pellet facilities in California. 

For electricity generation and heating, these wood pellets are manufactured mostly from recycled 

wood waste. In addition to solar, geothermal, and biomass, California has a diverse energy 

portfolio. Despite the state's sunny climate, it also has large-scale wind farms. According to the 

2019 Wind Energy Capacity report, California ranks fourth among all US states7. Oklahoma, 

Texas, and Iowa were the states with the most wind power. California is the world's sixth-largest 

economy, with a GDP (gross domestic product) of $2.6 trillion, ranking higher than the entire 

country of India. California State has approximately the same number of residents as Poland, with 

about 39 million residents. Due to its large population, the state’s energy consumption is very high. 
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The state of California is leading the way in sustainability and clean energy use in the United 

States. A growing number of wind and solar farms are being constructed throughout the state and 

country, competing effectively with nonrenewable power companies. Most wind turbines are 

located in six areas: 1- Altamont area, 2- East San Diego County, 3- Pacheco, 4- Solano, 5- San 

Gorgonio, and 6- Tehachapi. The size and capacity of modern wind turbines have increased by 30 

times compared to older models, and technological advancements have made wind power an 

economically viable and grid-compatible energy source. Among the major sources of electricity 

in the US, wind energy is the fourth largest after natural gas, coal, and nuclear power. Electric cars 

are selling quickly, and households are switching to renewable energy providers, resulting in lower 

battery prices. There is a growing trend towards a renewable lifestyle in California, and if the rest 

of the nation follows in its footsteps, we'll no doubt see an improvement in the state of the 

environment as a whole. In terms of using sustainable energy, California is arguably the top US 

state, setting the bar exceptionally high for the rest of the nation. 

According to the above information, it appears that California state has a good potential 

for developing manufacturing plants that can use renewable energy when they are producing their 

products. California should build more solar panels than it can regularly consume, according to 

new research published in the peer-reviewed journal Solar Energy and by this way, it keeps electric 

power prices low on a power grid made up of renewable energy so this issue would be a problem 

that can be solved. By 2030, California plans to have 60% of its power grid powered by renewable 

energy, as well as a long-term goal of 100% environmentally friendly energy, which this study 

also aims for.   
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5.4 – DATA COLLECTION AND PREPARATION 

After searching in existing references as the literature review of this topic, I tried to finalize the 

important factors and parameters which I should consider for designing this system. Based on the 

information that was found during the previous step, a list of variables was provided. This list as 

a checklist includes the most important required parameter that should be considered in collecting 

data and building the database of this system. This checklist, which includes 119 items, contains 

the basic requirements of this system, and more parameters can be added to it in the future. Also, 

as mentioned in the previous section California State was selected for collecting open-sources data 

and testing the initial results since the priority of this computational system is to find the best 

location among the sites which have the most renewable energies. Hence, the most important parts 

of this checklist are the data that can show the distribution of different types of renewable energies 

around California State. 

Table 1: Checklist of required parameters and variables. [65] 

NO. Parameter Status 

1.  
Access to Your Customers and Supply Chain ✓  

2.  
Labor Supply ✓  

3.  
Financial Incentives ✓  

4.  
Local Geography and Climate ✓  

5.  
Environmental and Ecological Problems ✓  

6.  
Distance ✓  

7.  
Expansion Potential ✓  

8.  
Accessibility ✓  

9.  
Security ✓  

10.  Competition ✓  

11.  Business Rates ✓  

12.  Skill base in the area ✓  
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13.  Potential for growth ✓  

14.  Proximity to the Market ✓  

15.  Rent Price ✓  

16.  Analyze the Demographics. ✓  

17.  Infrastructure and Accessibility ✓  

18.  Distribution Network ✓  

19.  Competition, to Be Closer or Not to Be? ✓  

20.  Remote Business Location ✓  

21.  Style of Operation ✓  

22.  Demographics ✓  

23.  Foot Traffic ✓  

24.  Parking and Accessibility ✓  

25.  Competition ✓  

26.  Site’s Image and History ✓  

27.  Site Characteristics ✓  

28.  

Size, shape, topography, and room for future expansion; site buffer should provide 

protection from residential and commercial neighbors. Industrial parks often provide 

good locations for multiple users with similar buffer and utility requirements. 

✓  

29.  Elevation and risk of flooding. ✓  

30.  
Geotechnical status including bearing capacity and verification of seismic risk and water 

table elevation. 
✓  

31.  

Environmental status typically verifying wetlands, if present, will not inhibit construction 

footprints and that ground contamination from previous users or other sources does not 

exist; the absence of endangered species and archeological remnants should be verified. 

✓  

32.  
Site access confirming acceptable ingress and egress for employees, inbound raw 

materials, and outbound finished products. 
✓  

33.  Proximity to OEMs, Suppliers ✓  

34.  Availability of Utilities ✓  

35.  Labor draw ✓  

36.  Disaster risk ✓  

37.  Business climate ✓  

38.  Support of manufacturers by local citizens and the political and business community ✓  

39.  A business and political community that does not support labor union activity. ✓  
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40.  Acceptance of foreign firms and local support for cultural and educational activities ✓  

41.  
The proximity of educational institutions that support manufacturers that compete on a 

global basis. 
✓  

42.  Start-up and Operational Costs ✓  

43.  Value of Incentives ✓  

44.  The goods the plant will produce ✓  

45.  The number of goods the plant will produce ✓  

46.  Five years of production planning ✓  

47.  Future growth expectations ✓  

48.  Local geography ✓  

49.  Daily operations ✓  

50.  Utility and water costs ✓  

51.  Distance ✓  

52.  Environmental issues ✓  

53.  Proximity to raw materials and suppliers ✓  

54.  Access to top technical talent ✓  

55.  Access to low-cost labor ✓  

56.  Experienced workforce ✓  

57.  Lower tax and regulatory burdens ✓  

58.  State-of-the-art production facilities, equipment, and processes ✓  

59.  Easy accessibility to major airports and transportation hubs ✓  

60.  Comfort with cultural norms, business practices, and language ✓  

61.  More reliable lead times ✓  

62.  Greater ability to easily scale production ✓  

63.  Decreased shipping time ✓  

64.  Fewer import and customs hurdles ✓  

65.  Favorable fiscal policies ✓  

66.  Political stability ✓  

67.  Smaller environmental impacts ✓  

68.  
Local Geography and Climate Play a Large Role in Your Manufacturing Plant Site 

Selection 
✓  
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69.  Environmental and Ecological Issues ✓  

70.  Governmental Policy and Political Climate ✓  

71.  Distance ✓  

72.  Business Costs ✓  

73.  Potential for Expansion ✓  

74.  The alternate geographic trading areas.  ✓  

75.  Determine the type of location.  ✓  

76.  Literature of the population  ✓  

77.  Trading factors  ✓  

78.  Accessibility  ✓  

79.  Amenities ✓  

80.  Geographic Challenges ✓  

81.  Environmental Considerations ✓  

82.  Economic Benefits and Challenges ✓  

83.  Supply Chain Infrastructure / Logistics and Access to Customer Markets ✓  

84.  Effective Corporate Tax Rates and Incentives ✓  

85.  Tax Domiciles, Exchange Rates and Economic Conditions ✓  

86.  Business Regulatory Regimes and Customs/Trade Agreements ✓  

87.  Business Operating Costs ✓  

88.  Facility / Real Estate Costs ✓  

89.  Utility Costs ✓  

90.  Labor Unions and Wage Costs ✓  

91.  Employee Benefits such as Healthcare, Pensions, Unemployment, Insurance ✓  

92.  Network Effect / Industry Clusters / Talent and Knowledge Base ✓  

93.  2. Business Transparency and Criminal Activity ✓  

94.  Cost of Living for Employees ✓  

95.  Quality of Life Consideration ✓  

96.  Health and Safety ✓  

97.  Educational Institutions ✓  

98.  Cultural Institutions, Language, Religious Worship ✓  
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99.  Diversity and Inclusion ✓  

100.  
Recreation and Leisure ✓  

101.  
States with Lower Tax Rates ✓  

102.  
States with Low Cost of Living ✓  

103.  
Open Shop States ✓  

104.  
Raw material: Availability of natural resources that can be used as raw material. ✓  

105.  
Technology: To turn the resource into an asset with value. ✓  

106.  
Power: To utilize the technology. ✓  

107.  
Labor: Human resources in the area who can function as labor to run the processes. ✓  

108.  
Transport : Road/rail connectivity. ✓  

109.  
Storage and warehousing. ✓  

110.  
Marketing feasibility. ✓  

111.  
Characteristics of land and soil. ✓  

112.  
Climate. ✓  

113.  
Precipitation and water resources. ✓  

114.  
Vulnerability to natural resources. ✓  

115.  
Capital investment. ✓  

116.  
Availability of loans. ✓  

117.  
Investment climate. ✓  

118.  
Government policies/regulations. ✓  

119.  
Influence of pressure groups. ✓  

 

Therefore, the required data was collected based on a checklist of the previous step. 

Based on the search 180 different variables and parameters have been found from different open 

sources of data for California state which include 4 main categories as following: 

Layouts: 1- Movement and transportation, 2- Power and energy resources, 3- Climate and land, 4- 

All other information. Also, the format of all data and layouts are SHP which is a shape file, and 

also CSV.  
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Figure 7: List of all collected data   
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5.5 – EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS THROUGH GIS  

 To develop a successful machine learning model, adequate, high-quality, and clean data 

are needed and required. Data collected from different open sources were processed and analyzed 

so they could be used for training the model. Also, cleaning the data and processing were done to 

handle null values in all of the CSV files. The dataset consists of various layouts with different 

categorical and numerical features. To get familiarized with the data and the features, we 

performed exploratory data analysis through QIS software. It is important to mention that all of 

the significant data were imported to the QGIS software to check and visualize the specific layout. 

Also, different analysis was done for some of the layouts with the help of algorithms in QGIS. All 

of the exported layouts from QGIS are as following:  

 

Figure 8: Administrative boundary of California [65] 
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Figure 9: National highway system and hexagon mesh (1.5 mile) of California [65] 

 

Figure 10: boundaries of California’s Counties [65] 
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Figure 11: California agricultural lands polygons[65] 

 

Figure 12: California’s airports' points [65] 
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Figure 13: California’s rivers line[65] 

 

Figure 14: California’s public transportation stop points[65] 
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Figure 15: California’s powerline towers points[65] 

 

Figure 16: California’s bus stop points & AmtrakBus stations [65] 
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Figure 17: California’s industrials land-use points & residential land use polygons[65] 

 

Figure 18: California’s wells & flow ecology stream classes[65] 
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Figure 19: California’s religious parcels address[65] 

 

Figure 20: California’s national highway planning [65] 
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Figure 21: California’s colleges & universities [65] 

 

Figure 22: California’s 2050 projected urban growth[65] 
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Figure 23: California’s state parks & wetlands[65] 

 

Figure 24: California’s stream health [65] 
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Figure 25: Historic earthquakes & radon zones[65] 

 

Figure 26: California’s national parks, state parks & National forests [65] 
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Figure 27: California’s fire federal responsibility areas[65] 

 

Figure 28: California’s fault classification[65] 
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Figure 29: California’s active pipelines[65] 

 

Figure 30: California’s oil terminals[65] 
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Figure 31: California’s protected areas communities[65] 

 

Figure 32: California’s populated areas [65] 
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Figure 33: California’s rail mileposts[65] 

 

Figure 34: California’s fires & fire federal responsibility areas[65] 
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Figure 35: California’s floodplains & farmlands [65] 

 

Figure 36: California’s Solar development program, solar energy zones[65] 
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Figure 37: California’s critical habitat for flora & fauna, critical environmental concern[65] 

 

Figure 38: California’s Iron mountain solar energy zone & no surface occupancy are[65] 
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Figure 39: California’s wild and scenic rivers & wilderness areas[65] 

 

Figure 40: California’s lands with slopes greater than 5%[65] 
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Figure 41: California’s NPS identified high potential for resources conflict & solar insolation less than 6.5 KWh/m2/day[65] 

 

Figure 42: California’s land restriction area & developed are & land restriction area roadless[65] 
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Figure 43: California’s land ownership[65] 

 

Figure 44: California’s high hazard zone[65] 
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Figure 45: California’s adjusted urban area[65] 

 

Figure 46: California’s census tracts[65] 
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Figure 47: California’s public schools & primary and secondary roads[65] 

 

Figure 48: California’s family planning, access, care and treatment & facility profile attributes[65] 
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Figure 49: California’s domestic and irrigation wells[65] 

 

Figure 50: California’s inspections of wastewater facilities & groundwater level trends & conservation plan boundaries[65] 
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Figure 51: California’s natural gas service area[65] 

 

Figure 52: California’s wind resource area & power plants & electric transmission lines[65] 
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Figure 53: California’s high water line & significant lands (water line) [65] 

 

Figure 54: California’s schools' lands[65] 
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Figure 55: California’s protected areas[65] 

 

Figure 56: California’s healthcare facilities & census railroads[65] 
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Figure 57: California’s primary and post-primary aquifer exemptions[65] 

 

Figure 58: California’s traffic volume[65] 
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Figure 59: California’s all wells[65] 

 

Figure 60: California’s national highway system[65] 
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Figure 61: California’s national highway & bus station & bus stops & traffic volume & railroad[65] 

 

Figure 62: California’s regional economic markets[65] 
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Figure 63: California’s healthy places index[65] 

 

Figure 64: California’s healthy places index & hexagonal mesh[65] 
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Figure 65: California’s power plants, finding hub distance. [65] 

 

Figure 66: California’s power plants, finding hub distance[65] 
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Figure 67: California’s industrial land use & agricultural lands polygon & land restriction area roadless & residential land 

use[65] 

 
 

Figure 68: Cross-referencing of some important layouts[65] 
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Before more explanations about further sections, first, we should know about different 

types of data in GIS and QGIS software to get acquainted with the ultimate list of GIS formats and 

geospatial file extensions[65].  

 

Figure 69: The ultimate list of GIS formats and geospatial file extensions 

The difference between vector format and raster format has been explained in the image below.  

 

Figure 70: Difference between vector format and raster format  

 

The figure 105 on the left shows the point, polyline and polygon, respectively, from left to 

right which all of them are under category of the vector format and the figure 105 on the right 

shows raster format of a GIS files. It should be mentioned that in our stored dataset we have only 

the vector format which includes points, polyline, and polygon. Also, it should be noted that as a 

first step of designing this plugin, in order to more focus on one type of data, only point format is 

considered for both analysis and calculations and also in the machine learning section.  
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Figure 71: Different types of data format in the created database 

As is mentioned before, for analyzing the layouts only the point format of vector type is 

used as we want to know about the exact location of different facilities.  

Also, as we can see in 100 and 101 some analysis can be done in QGIS to get more familiar 

with the data and finding the concept of calculation for core parts of the system since QGIS has 

different various algorithms. One of these analysis that can be done in QGIS is finding Distance 

to Nearest Hub (line to hub), which is one of the algorithms of QGIS that can display lines to hubs, 

indicating the nearest facility to each polygon or point. Images of 100 and 101 can show some 

results of using this algorithm. But to reach the exact concept that we have designed in the initial 

steps we should implement our Python codes. We will discuss the Python code that has been 

written in the following sections.  

One more important point that should be talked about that is QGIS has been written with 

applying three different code languages C++, Python, Qt. So, for developing this software it is 

logical to use python code programming.  
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5.6 – CREATING A DATABASE IN QGIS  

In this step, a database was built in QGIS with all of the available and significant layouts. 

The database is in SQLite format and can convert to CSV format to do some analysis in Python. 

After creating the database in QGIS, an SQLite is saved in a selected directory and later can be 

imported to the QGIS for potential changes or modifications. This SQLite layer contains all of the 

layouts which we used for creating the database. Despite being a SQL database engine, SQLite is 

in no way comparable to any of the popular client/server databases like MySQL, Oracle, 

PostgreSQL, or SQL Server. In contrast to MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, and SQL Server, SQLite 

is trying to solve a different problem than clients/server SQL database engines. Their core 

principles emphasize scalability, concurrency, centralization, and control. For each application and 

device, SQLite provides local data storage. In addition to simplicity and economy, SQLite 

emphasizes reliability, efficiency, and independence. 

 

Figure 72: Creating California’s database in QGIS 
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Figure 73: Showing one layout of California’s database. 

 

Figure 74: Opening SQLite file (database of California) 
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5.7 – LOGIC OF COMPUTING CORE PART OF THE SYSTEM  

Before we move on to the implementation of the code with the Python code programming 

language, it is a good idea to explain the logic of computing and analyzing this system. For a better 

understanding of different analysis, a hexagonal mesh was created to calculate the number of the 

points, which can display the rank of each hexagon in terms of defining the specific data, 

parameter, or variable. Hexagon geometry with the 10-mile diameter (5-mile radius) was used for 

covering all the states, instead of using the circle. Also, for checking the general accessibility of 

the system, the hexagon grid was created in a 10-mile diameter which is high access defined for 

driving. This parameter can reveal that a person has access to vital facilities. According to the latest 

Center for Rural Studies analysis, the average distance to the nearest hospital for rural Americans 

is 10.5 miles, compared with 5.6 miles for suburbanites and 4.4 miles for urbanites. According to 

the 5-mile radius standard which can define the best access to essential facilities in urban design, 

we started to indexing California state with a 5-mile hexagonal grid mesh.  

 

Figure 75: Schematic diagram of parameters that are involved in analysis in each cell of hexagonal mesh.  
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If we consider the layouts in point format, we can calculate the distance between each 

selected origin point and all other destination points. 

 

Figure 76: Indexing the state based on the results of each cell in hexagonal mesh with 10 miles diameter and calculating 

distance. 

Also, we can calculate the number of points in each cell which can reveal how much a 

cell is important than other cells in terms of having more facilities inside it. 

 

Figure 77: Indexing the state based on the results of each cell in hexagonal mesh with 10 miles diameter and counting the 

number of each facility in each cell. 
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By calculating the two parts that we have mentioned above, we can index all of the cells, 

so we can index the whole of the state based on the importance of each cell (parcel) which results 

have been derived from the above analysis. Then, by using these measurements, a map was made 

which presenting those cells that had a score higher than one standard deviation above the mean. 

 

Figure 78: Indexing the state based on the results of each cell in hexagonal mesh with 10 miles diameter - calculating the 

distance 

 

Figure 79: Indexing the state based on the results of each cell in hexagonal mesh with 10 miles diameter and counting the 

number of each facility in each cell. 

Land parcel classification, which is an initial step towards the goal of determining the 

impact of our results on urban land management, hence, we used site size (parcel approaches) as 

a 10-mile grid mesh for our analysis. Using this homogeneous grid reduces the number of 

subdivisions such that boundaries better align with neighborhood units to which rule sets like land 

covenants apply. 
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5.8 – PYTHON CODE DEVELOPMENT & FEATURE ENGINEERING 

After revealing the logic of the core part of this computational system, it is time to 

implementing this concept in the Python code programming language. For this purpose, Anaconda 

and Spyder which is a scientific Python development environment have been used due to their 

speed in calculating and returning the results. Spyder as a powerful Python IDE is boosted with 

advanced editing, interactive testing, debugging and introspection features so, it facilitates a more 

advanced level of code development. Python code in design this plugin includes 2 main tasks as 

following:  

Task 1 - Finding all of the nearest points to the origin point that we select among all layers.  

Task 2 - Finding the list of all important points based on the numbers of other facilities 

around the origin point that we select.  

Regarding the mechanism of task 1, it should be mentioned that by running the code, it 

goes to the directory and path of the system that includes all of the CSV’s files and reads all of 

them. Also, all these data (CSV’s files) are saved in a single list in the code. So, by running the 

code, it asks the user to enter the desired facility he/she intends to perform calculations based on 

that facility. The selected facility is assumed to be the origin point, and the distance between the 

origin points to all destination points is calculated. Therefore, the nearest longitude and latitude of 

other facilities are obtained to the points of origin (source/home), and the latitude and longitude of 

each of them are stored in separate CSV files. Each of these files will have the ability to map on 

QGIS since all of those have X and Y coordinates. The formula for calculating the distance 

between two geographical points is obtained through the haversine formula. To calculate the 

shortest distance between two points over the earth's surface, the Haversine formula is applied, 

which gives the distance as seen from above. 
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Haversine       a = sin²(Δφ/2) + cos φ1 ⋅ cos φ2 ⋅ sin²(Δλ/2) 

formula:  c = 2 ⋅ atan2( √a, √(1−a) ) 

d = R ⋅ c 

where  φ is latitude, λ is longitude, R is earth’s radius (mean radius = 6,371km); note that 

angles must be in radians to pass through to trig functions! 

Therefore, its formula in Python would be as following:  

R = 6373.0    // Radius of the earth in km 

dlon = lon2 – lon1 

dlat = lat2 – lat1 

a = sin(dlat / 2)**2 + cos(lat1) * cos(lat2) * sin(dlon / 2)**2 

c = 2 * atan2(sqrt(a), sqrt(1 – a)) 

distance = R * c    // Distance in km 

 

Figure 80: Implementing the code – finding the nearest facility to each origin point 
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Figure 81: Results of running task 1 

 

Figure 82: Results of saving the different layouts 

 

Figure 83: Schematic of code working mechanism. 

According to the above images, when we run the code, it asks the user to enter the origin 

layout for all calculations. Origin points are points that are considered as base points and the 

distance of all other points with them is calculated. In the test above, we entered the schools’ points 

as an origin point. So, after running the code longitude and latitude of the nearest station to the 

first point (first row – first school) will be fined and saved in front of the first school point. The 

same process is repeated for all points. After finding the nearest station for each school point, the 

code continues the calculations and finds the nearest healthcare to each schools’ point, and so on.  
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Task 2 somehow is similar to task 1 but they have different logic. Regarding the mechanism 

of task 1, it should be mentioned that by running the code, it goes to the directory and path of the 

system that includes all of the CSV’s files and reads all of them. Also, all of these data (CSV’s 

files) are saved in a single list in the code. The difference between tasks 1 & 2 is:  by running the 

code, it asks the user to enter the desired facility he/she intends to perform calculations based on 

that facility. So, the user enters the origin points. If there is at least one point from each of the other 

facilities within a 5-mile radius of the origin point, it stores that origin point in a separate file called 

Cluster 1. This is to determine the degree of importance of each point related to the other points 

and to store points of the same degree of importance in a separate cluster. And we can make sure 

that within a 5-mile (8.04 km which has demonstrated in the code below) radius so 10-mile 

diameter there is at least one point of each of the essential facilities. We can see this process in the 

images below.  

 

Figure 84: Python code of Task 2  
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Figure 85: Checking availability of all facilities around each origin point 

 

Figure 86: Clustering the points based on their importance 

 

Figure 87: Process of filtering data to reach to the final result 
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Two final CSV files including cluster 0 which indicates nonimportant points and cluster 1 

which indicates important points. Also, it is important to mention that in the machine learning 

section as we have the plan to use binary classification method for returning the result, so during 

implementing task 2 we need to add one column to each CSV file as a target column (0 for 

demonstrating non-important points and 1 for demonstrating important points) to show the 

difference of points. 

 

Figure 88: CSV files for cluster 0 and cluster1 

As it has been shown in the image above, column 0 will be used for machine learning sections and 

indicates which points are important in the analysis, and which ones are not important. 

The last point that should be mentioned in this section is that when task 2 runs it asks the 

user to enter the origin point (source layer) so, all calculations will be done based on the selected 

layer as the origin point. The logic behind this concept is that the selected layer will create further 

hubs. Therefore, this logic gives the opportunity to the user each desired layer to complete all 

calculations and returning the result.  
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5.9 – MACHINE LEARNING, MODEL EXPERIMENTS 

After completing the python code in the previous section, we have the results of the 

important points and non-important points in separate clusters which have been saved in two CSV 

files. We used the cluster 1.CSV file for checking the method of clustering through KNN 

unsupervised machine learning. However, we merged two CSV files into one single CSV 

(All_Clusters) to implement a binary classification machine learning section. So, we used the 

machine learning algorithm to get the final results. For getting final results we used binary 

classification which is a supervised machine learning technique where the goal of categorical class 

label prediction is to predict discrete, unordered values such as Pass/Fail, Positive/Negative, and 

Default/Not-Default, etc and was boosted with KNN algorithm. The mechanism of working the 

machine learning algorithm is training based on the points obtained from cluster 0 and cluster 1. 

A new point with its Longitude and Latitude is entered, If the entered point is outside of all clusters, 

the answer is No. If the entered point is inside of one of the clusters, 2 condition occurs a) If the 

entered point is close to the range of label 0, the answer is No and If the entered point is close to 

the range of label 1, the answer is Yes. By this logic, even one point be inside the cluster for 

filtering the non-important and important point, with help of labeling we can be sure that we have 

reached the most correct answer. In this logic clustering will use to separate between 2 important 

points, one which is inside the cluster is more valuable than the one which is outside of the cluster. 

In image 90, colorful points show both categories inside each cluster. Highlighted colors (dark 

green) indicate important points and fainter colors (light green) indicate the non-important points. 

The last point which should be mentioned in this section is that If clustering was done before 

filtering, only all points would be placed in different clusters based on their location, without 

knowing their importance. This means that we may have had up to 10 hospitals in the area without 
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a school, a park, or other facilities, but after filtering we are sure that we have at least one number 

of other facilities within a 5-mile radius of each selected point. 

 

Figure 89: Mechanism of using machine learning algorithms for analyzing the data  

 

 
 

Figure 90: Workflow of using machine learning algorithms for analysis and receiving the result  
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After knowing about the mechanism of machine learning which have been used in this 

study, all of the processes of machine learning will be explained in detail in the following sections.  

In the machine learning section, we used unsupervised clustering and supervised binary 

classification[55]. Pycaret library and KNN algorithm were used for both processes and its reasons 

will be discussed. PyCaret makes performing machine learning tasks as easy as possible by 

offering a low-code machine learning platform in Python that allows users to prepare the data and 

deploy the model within minutes in a notebook environment. Python version of the Caret machine 

learning package in R, with only a few lines of code, allows users and coders to evaluate, compare, 

and tune models on a dataset[56]. By utilizing the caret package, coders can automate the majority 

of the steps associated with evaluating and comparing machine learning algorithms in 

classification and regression. This library avoids the need for lots of manual configuration and 

some significant results will be achieved with a few lines of the code. So, the PyCaret library 

provides several advantages and capabilities to Python. Two other advantages of using PyCaret 

library is that this module can automatically fix the missing data in the dataset, so we do not need 

to take care of that, and also it checks the overfitting and underfitting with tunning the model. So, 

using this library we can see the slogan of less is more in the learning machine science. Hence, 

PyCaret helps architecture to implement machine learning code and receive the results without 

going to the depth of each part. Accordingly, clustering is an unsupervised machine learning 

module in PyCaret (pycaret.clustering) that combines objects in such a way that those that are in 

the same group (called clusters) are more alike as compared to those in other groups[56, 57]. 

Several preprocessing features are provided by PyCaret's clustering module and can be configured 

by initializing the setup through the setup() method. It has over 8 algorithms and several plots to 

display the analyzes and the results. Moreover, as part of its clustering module PyCaret's clustering 
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module implements an interesting feature known as tune_model(), which allows users to tune the 

hyperparameters of a clustering model to further enhance supervised learning functions, such as 

AUC or R2, in contrast, PyCaret's classification module (pycaret.classification) is a supervised 

machine learning module that uses various algorithms and techniques to classify elements into 

binary groups. In the case of classification problems, it is common to use them to predict customer 

default (yes or no), customer churn (whether a customer will leave or stay), and disease status 

(positive or negative). PyCaret has a classification module that can handle Binary or Multi-class 

problems. It has over 18 algorithms and 14 plots to show the analysis and performance of all 

models. PyCaret's classification module offers hyper-parameter tuning, assembling, and more 

advanced techniques like stacking. The investigation of exploratory data mining methods is a 

common task used for statistical data analysis in a wide range of fields such as machine learning, 

pattern recognition, image analysis, information retrieval, bioinformatics, data compression, and 

computer graphics, while the binary classification method is meant to predict categorical class 

labels, which are discrete and unordered, such as Pass/Fail, Positive/Negative, Default/Not-

Default, for instance. To calculate the clustering model this process will be used[58]. 
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After running task 2, we have three different CSV files. Cluster0.CSV demonstrates the non-

important points, cluster1.CSV demonstrates the important points, and All_Clusters.CSV is a 

combination version of cluster0.CSV and cluster1.CSV.  Once we selected the school layer as the 

origin layer in task 2 and got the three CSV files and after that we selected the plant layer as the 

origin layer in task 2 and got the three CSV files. Using the cluster1.CSV files which have been 

obtained from task 2 and demonstrate the important points we did clustering so we can compare 

their results.  

1- School layer as an origin point (Cluster1.CSV) – Unsupervised Clustering  

 

Figure 91: Dataset – cluster1.CSV when school layer is as the origin point  

 

Figure 92: All possible models we can use for clustering 
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Figure 93: Assigning the model to the dataset when the school layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 94: 2D cluster PCA plot when school layer is as the origin point 

 

6 clusters have been used for analysis and creating the clusters, but Pycaret returned the 4 

clusters as the optimum number of the cluster which can be applied for the entered dataset. In 

cluster analysis, Using the elbow method, it is possible to determine how many clusters there are 

in a dataset. By plotting explained variation as a function of cluster count, we can then determine 

how many clusters to use based on the elbow of the curve[59]. 
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Figure 95: Elbow plot for showing the optimum number of clusters when the school layer is as the origin point 

 

 

Figure 96: Silhouette plot when school layer is as the origin point 

The silhouette plot provides an easy way to assess parameters like cluster number visually 

by providing a measure of how close one cluster is to its neighboring clusters. As the name 

suggests, a distribution plot indicates which values are most likely to occur adjacent to each other 

than values on either side of these neighboring values[60]. So, it shows a group of neighboring 

values that appear noticeably more frequently in the distribution of a numerical variable compared 

to values that occur on either side of them[61]. Based on the image 94 and 97 we can see that the 

amount of cluster 3 is more than other clusters but it has less area in PCA plot. This issue confirms 

that cluster 3 is denser than other clusters in this dataset.  
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Figure 97: Distribution plot when school layer is as the origin point 

 

 

Figure 98: Distribution plot when the parameter is 2 (X - Latitude ) when school layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 99: Figure 139: Distribution plot when the parameter is 1 (Y - Longitude ) when school layer is as the origin point 

 

 

Figure 100: Schematic of Latitude and Longitude 

 

As California state has been expanded from north to south, so it makes sense that the 

distribution plot with longitude parameters shows any difference but with latitude, parameters 

show some variations since points have a difference more in their X than their Y.  
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We selected 65% of data for training and 30% of data for testing and 5% had been selected 

as unseen data it means that the model never has been seen those data. So, the prediction was done 

based on unseen data and we can see that some data has been categorized under cluster 2.  

 

Figure 101: Prediction on unseen data when school layer is as the origin point 

The same process was done when the plant's layer is at an origin point. We can see its 

results below and we can compare its results with the condition that the school was as the origin 

point. All of the conditions are the same in terms of the percentage of training, testing, and unseen 

data.  

2- Plant layer as an origin point (Cluster1.CSV) – Unsupervised Clustering  

 

 

Figure 102: Dataset – cluster1.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 103: All possible models we can use for clustering 

 

Figure 104: Assigning the model to the dataset when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

 

Figure 105: 2D cluster PCA plot when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 106: Elbow plot for showing the optimum number of clusters when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 107: Silhouette plot when school layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 108: Distribution plot when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 109: Distribution plot when the parameter is 2 (X - Latitude ) when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

 

Figure 110: Distribution plot when the parameter is 1 (Y - Longitude ) when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 111: Prediction on unseen data when plant layer is as the origin point 

We selected 65% of data for training and 30% of data for testing and 5% had been selected 

as unseen data it means that the model never has been seen those data. So, the prediction was done 

based on unseen data and we can see that some data has been categorized under clusters 2 and 3. 

After finishing the test for unsupervised clustering, binary classification was done for 

getting the final result. In binary classification, we used the KNN algorithm since according to the 

comparing all the models can be applied for All_Clusters.CSV file, which was the best model due 

to the evaluating and analysis were done for all possible models. With help of the column 0 that 

we created in task 2, we can separate the nonimportant point from the important point for training 

the model. 0 demonstrates the non-important points and 1 demonstrates the important points. 

Again, similar to the previous parts supervised classification was done for both conditions; first, 

the school is as an origin point, and second when the plant is as an origin point. At the end, we can 

compare the results of both conditions. Moreover, for each try 4 models have been compared to 

select the best model for training and getting the results. Models have been evaluated according to 

different factors and visualization plots which all can show their performance. In both tries, the 

KNN algorithm was the best model for training and getting the result.  
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1- School layer as an origin point (All_Clusters.CSV) – Supervised Binary Classification  

 

 

Figure 112: Dataset – All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

PyCaret's setup() function initializes the environment and the transformation pipeline, 

which are needed for modeling and deploying the data. In PyCaret, setup() must be called before 

any other functions are executed. Two parameters must be provided for initializing the setup(): 

1- A pandas data frame and 2- The name of the target column (Column 0). 

There are no mandatory parameters. We use the remaining options to customize the pre-

processing pipeline. In PyCaret, upon executing setup(), the inference algorithm builds the data 

types of all features automatically based on specific properties. Although this should be done 

automatically, it isn't always the case. After setup() is executed, PyCaret displays a table containing 

the features and their inferred data types. Once all of the data types have been identified, enter and 

quit can be used to continue the experiment. The correct data type is crucial to PyCaret as it 

performs a few pre-processing tasks automatically, which are crucial for any machine learning 

experiment. For each type of data, these tasks are performed differently, which means they need 

to be configured correctly[55]. 
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Figure 113: Comparing all models - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

Once the setup is complete, it is recommended to begin modeling by comparing all models 

to evaluate performance (unless you know exactly what kind of model is needed, which is not 

always the case). A stratified cross-validation approach is used for metric evaluation when all 

models in the library are trained and scored. The output shows Accuracy, AUC, Recall, Precision, 

F1, Kappa, and MCC as well as training times across the different folds (10 by default). 
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PyCaret's create_model function is the most detailed and is often the basis for most of its 

features. So, Most PyCaret functionality is based on the create_model method, which is very 

granular. As the name suggests cross-validation is used as a means of evaluating and training a 

model with this function. Therefore, scores plotted by fold include Accuracy, AUC, Recall, 

Precision, F1, and Kappa. For the remaining part of this analysis, we will work with the below 

models as our candidate models. This selection is purely for illustration purposes and does not 

necessarily imply that they are ideal or optimal for our data. 
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• Decision Tree Classifier ('dt') 

• K Neighbors Classifier ('knn') 

• Random Forest Classifier ('rf') 

• Light Gradient Boosting Machine  

Just KNN algorithm was selected to be deployed in plugin for returning the final result. Below, we 

can see the results of comparing all 4 models and the process for selecting the best model.  

 

Figure 114: False & True for all models. All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 115: Decision Tree Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 116: K Neighbors Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 
Figure 117: Random Forest Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 
Figure 118: Light Gradient Boosting Machine - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 
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We can compare all factors including accuracy, AUC, recall, precision, F1, kappa, and 

MCC for all four models. However, this step is not enough for determining which method can be 

the best method for predicting and receiving the final result. After creating all models and 

comparing them based on all possible factors, we tuned all four models. The default 

hyperparameters are used to train a model created with the create_model() function. A tuning 

function called tune_model() is used to tune hyperparameters. Automatic tuning of a model's 

hyperparameters is performed through Random Grid Search on a pre-defined search space. For 

each fold, the best model is scored according to Accuracy, AUC, Recall, Precision, F1, Kappa, 

and MCC. In the tune_model function, we can pass custom_grid as a parameter (see KNN tuning 

below). Optimizing accuracy is the default behavior of tune_model, and this can be changed with 

optimizing parameter. For instance: Tune_model (dt, optimize = 'AUC') allows the user to 

determine which decision tree classification parameters produced the highest AUC instead of 

Accuracy[55]. In this test, we have used the Accuracy metric only for simplicity's sake. In general, 

Accuracy should not be considered when there is an imbalance in the dataset. When we select a 

model to produce, metrics alone should not be the only criteria. Additionally, standard deviations 

of K-folds, training time and others should be considered. Again, after tunning all four models we 

can compare them in terms of all possible factors including Accuracy, AUC, Recall, Precision, F1, 

Kappa, and MCC, moreover we can compare all of these factors for each model before and after 

the tunning. All of the results have been provided in the following sections.  
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Figure 119: Tunning of Decision Tree Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 
Figure 120: Tunning of K Neighbors Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 121: Tunning of K Neighbors Classifier(Using custom grid) - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 122: Tunning of Random Forest Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 
Figure 123: Tunning of Light Gradient Boosting Machine - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

After tunning all four models for decision-making about the best model, we used different 

plots to compare all models and selecting the best model for training the data and receiving the 

final result. So, Plot_model() is useful for analyzing the performance of a model before it is 

finalized from various perspectives including AUC, confusion_matrix[62], decision boundary, etc. 

By using this function, a trained model object will be plotted against the test / hold-out set. Each 

of the four models has been evaluated using different plots, including the AUC plot, the Precision-

Recall curve, the feature importance plot, the confusion matrix, and the calibration curve plot.  
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ROC curves are summarized by the Area Under the Curve (AUC) which indicates the 

efficiency of a classifier in identifying classes[63]. With higher AUC, the model performs better 

at distinguishing between the positive and negative. So, positive, and negative classes can be 

distinguished in the model more effectively with the higher AUC. 

 

Figure 124: AUC plot for tuned Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

 

Figure 125: AUC plot for tuned decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 126: AUC plot for tuned K Neighbors model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

 

Figure 127: AUC plot for tuned Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

Investigating and comparing the AUC plot for all four models shows that the tuned K 

Neighbors model has the best performance.  

The next plot we examined for our four models was the precision-recall curve. Like the 

ROC curve, a precision-recall curve plots the precision (y-axis) and the recall (x-axis) based on a 

range of thresholds[64]. In no-skill classification, a classifier can't differentiate between the classes 

in a given set and predicts a random class or a constant class in every case. We can see the results 

for our four models in the following images.  
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Figure 128: Precision-recall curve plot for tuned decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 129: Precision-recall curve plot for tuned Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin 

point 

 

Figure 130: Precision-recall curve plot for tuned K Neighbors model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 131: Precision-recall curve plot for tuned Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

In this type of the plot, Lightgbm model has the best performance, after that decision tree 

model and then, K Neighbors model.  

There is also a plot called Feature Importance. This plot indicates the weight that each input 

feature was assigned in a predictive model so that each feature was ranked in accordance with its 

importance. We can see the results for our four models in the following images. 

 

Figure 132: Feature importance plot for tuned Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as origin point 
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Figure 133: Feature importance plot for tuned decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 134: Feature importance plot for tuned Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

In image 173, feature 2 which is latitude (X) of points has been more impact than feature 

3 which is longitude (Y). In Figure 171, all features are of equal importance. And we should 

mention that the feature importance plot is not available for K neighbor’s model. So, this type of 

plot decision tree model has the best performance since it can show the importance of all 

parameters which are in the dataset and are involved in the analysis.  
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In the context of classification models’ performance, a confusion matrix is an N x N matrix 

used for assessing the accuracy of the model when there are multiple classes being considered. In 

this regard, comparing the predicted values to the actual target value is done using the matrix. 

According to the variable predictions, the rows represent the predicted values.  

 
Figure 135: Confusion matrix plot 

 

Figure 136: Confusion matrix plot for tuned decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 137: Confusion matrix plot for tuned Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 138: Confusion matrix plot for tuned K Neighbors model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

 
Figure 139: Confusion matrix plot for tuned Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

According to the results we can see that in the confusion matrix plot, the random forest has 

the best performance, after that K Neighbors model is in the second place, then the K Neighbors 

model, then the Lightgbm model, and finally the decision tree model.  

The next plot is the calibration curve. Classifier calibration curves determine how well a 

classifier is calibrated, i.e., how much each class label is predicted by the classifier. While a plot 

of the average expected probability in each bin is shown along the x-axis, the y-axis shows, the 

ratio of the positive (the proportion of positive predictions). 
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Figure 140: Calibration curves plot for tuned K Neighbors model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

 

Figure 141: Calibration curves plot for tuned decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 142: Calibration curves plot for tuned Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

 

Figure 143: Calibration curves plot for tuned Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

According to the results we can see that in the calibration curves plot, the K Neighbors 

model has the best performance, then the Lightgbm model is in the second place, and finally the 

decision tree model in the third place. 
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The next plot is the validation curve. Validation Curve is an important diagnostic tool that 

displays the relationship between changes in the accuracy of a Machine Learning model with 

changes in its parameters. Validation curves typically draw a connection between a model 

parameter and a model score.  

 

Figure 144: Validation curve plot for tuned K Neighbors model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 145: Validation curve plot for decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 146: Validation curve plot for Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 147: Validation curve plot for Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

According to the results we can see that in the calibration curves plot, the K Neighbors 

model has the best performance, and the Lightgbm model has been placed in the second level.   
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After checking all of these types of the plot, in average we made sure that KNN can be one 

of the good options for deploying it in plugin’s code to do prediction. So, we finalize our model 

with the KNN algorithm and deployed it to the python code of the plugin for recalling.  

 

Figure 148: Prediction on unseen data - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

The prediction section returns the label 0 and 1 as the final answer to our question based 

on that whether a place is suitable for the construction of a factory or not. The result of the 0 

demonstrates that a place is not suitable for establishing a new factory, and label 1 demonstrates 

that a place is suitable for establishing a new factory. Also, we can see that the score of most of 

the answers is 1 which shows the highest accuracy of prediction. We did the same process again 

for when the factories areas the origin points. In the following sections all the relative plots have 

been provided but as the whole of the process is exactly similar to when schools are as the origin 

point, we do not explain them, just as a comparison we can compare their results.  
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2- Plant layer as an origin point (All_Clusters.CSV) – Supervised Binary Classification  

 

 

Figure 149: Dataset – All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 150: Comparing all models - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 
Figure 151: False & True for all models. All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 152: Decision Tree Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 153: K Neighbors Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 154: Random Forest Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 155: Light Gradient Boosting Machine - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 
Figure 156: Tunning of Decision Tree Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 157: Tunning of K Neighbors Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 158: Tunning of K Neighbors Classifier(Using custom grid) - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 159: Tunning of Random Forest Classifier - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 160: Tunning of Light Gradient Boosting Machine - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 161: AUC plot for tuned Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 162: AUC plot for tuned decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 163: AUC plot for tuned K Neighbors model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 164: AUC plot for tuned Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 165: Precision-recall curve plot for tuned decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 166: Precision-recall curve plot for tuned Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin 

point 
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Figure 167: Precision-recall curve plot for tuned K Neighbors model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 168: Precision-recall curve plot for tuned Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 169: Feature importance plot for tuned Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 170: Feature importance plot for tuned decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 171: Feature importance plot for tuned Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 172: Confusion matrix plot for tuned decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 173: Confusion matrix plot for tuned Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when school layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 174: Confusion matrix plot for tuned K Neighbors model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 175: Confusion matrix plot for tuned Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 176: Calibration curves plot for tuned K Neighbors model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 177: Calibration curves plot for tuned decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 178: Calibration curves plot for tuned Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 179: Calibration curves plot for tuned Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 180: Validation curve plot for tuned K Neighbors model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 181: Validation curve plot for decision tree model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 182: Validation curve plot for Random Forest model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 
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Figure 183: Validation curve plot for Lightgbm model - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

 

Figure 184: Prediction on unseen data - All_Clusters.CSV when plant layer is as the origin point 

The reason for returning the 0 labels for two tries is that most of the data have the 0 labels 

so test data are closer to the range of non-important point or cluster 0.  

With investigating all the results and after comparison between the results of two tries 

(When the school layer is as an origin point and when plants are as an origin point) we can confirm 

that the KNN algorithm is the selected model among all other models for deploying it in the plugin 

since it has a better performance compared to the other models.  
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And it is time to map the final result to the QGIS for checking which cell can have the 

potential for establishing the new factory.  

 

Figure 185: Distribution of Healthcare, plants, and schools’ points in California State when School is as the origin point 

 

Figure 186: Distribution of cluster 0 and 1 in California State when School is as the origin point 
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Figure 187: Distribution of cluster 0 and 1 in California State when the plant is as the origin point 

 

Figure 188: Distribution of cluster 1 in California State once when school is as origin point and once when the plant is as the 

origin point 
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Figure 189: Indexing the California state (Coloring the parcels (Hexagonal grid))- when school is as the origin point 

 

Figure 190: Indexing the California state (Coloring the parcels (Hexagonal grid))- when the plant is as the origin point 

 

We can see that the importance of the parcel would be changed based on our priority in 

selecting the origin layer for analyzing and finding the location.  
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Figure 191: Indexing the California state (Coloring the parcels (Hexagonal grid))- when school is as origin point – joined layer  

 

Figure 192: Indexing the California state (Coloring the parcels (Hexagonal grid))- when the plant is as origin point – joined 

layer 
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5.10 – UI DESIGN 

A plugin with its user interface was built in QGIS software as a workspace of this 

computational system. To create this user interface, the GT designer was used. We can see the 

following images for creating and designing the plugin and its user interface.  

 

Figure 193: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 1 

 

Figure 194: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 2 
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Figure 195: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 3 

 

Figure 196: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 4 
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Figure 197: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 5 

 
 

Figure 198: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 6 
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Figure 199: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 7 

 
 

Figure 200: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 8 
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Figure 201: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 9 

 
 

Figure 202: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 10 – compiling the plugin  
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Figure 203: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 11 

 
 

Figure 204: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 12 

 

In this step with help of the QSGEO4W shell, the plugin compiled to the directory of QGIS. 

The following steps were passed to completing the compiling.  
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Figure 205: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 13 

 
 

Figure 206: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 14 
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Figure 207: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 15 

 
 

Figure 208: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 16 
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Figure 209: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 17 

 
 

Figure 210: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 18 
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Figure 211: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 19 

 
 

Figure 212: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 20 

In image 212 we can see that resources.py has been created as a result of the successful compiling.  
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Figure 213: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 20 – Putting the plugin under the folder of all QGIS’ plugins 

 
 

Figure 214: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 21 
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Figure 215: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 22 – site selection decision making 

 
 

Figure 216: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 23 – Installing the site selection decision making in QGIS 
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Figure 217: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 24 – Popping up the site selection decision making in QGIS 

 
 

Figure 218: Building a plugin in QGIS using plugin builder – step 25 – Popping up the site selection decision making in QGIS 
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Figure 219: Building a plugin’s user interface in GT designer– step 26 – Adding the features to the user interface 

 
 

Figure 220: Building a plugin’s user interface in GT designer– step 27 – Adding the features to the user interface 
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Figure 221: Building a plugin’s user interface in GT designer– step 28 – Finalizing the user interface 

After completing the design of the user interface, we started to gather all of the codes into 

the python code of the plugin. First, the required code for populating the fields of the plugin have 

been finalized, then task 1 and 2 and lastly machine learning algorithm were deployed.  

 
 

Figure 222:Python code development of the plugin  
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5.11 – BACKEND WORKFLOW OF ENTIRE SYSTEM 

Based on all of the sections that were explained in detail before, the backend workflow of 

the entire system is as following:  

 

Figure 223: The backend workflow of the entire system 

Also, the mechanism of the calculating entire system has been shown in the image below:  

 

Figure 224: Mechanism of the calculating of the entire system for returning the final result 
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SECTION 6 : DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

According to all analysis in previous sections especially in implementing task 1 and task 2 

in Python programming and also machine learning algorithm, it can be concluded that with help 

of comparing all models of machine learning that can be applied for each specific dataset and also 

different types of plotting that can show several details of each model, we can select the optimum 

model as a finalized model to predict on test and unseen data. By changing the origin layer, all 

results change in each step however, as all layers are in the same format and they show the 

distribution of several points across the California State, so selected model would be the same 

whether the school layer is as an origin point or plant is as an origin point. In both tries, KNN due 

to covering several aspects of the analysis can be one of the logical algorithms for predicting 

unseen data. It is not a good decision to finalizing the model just after comparing all models since 

as we saw in all analysis, a model became final when we were able to check different types of 

plots for it. And it means that we should check several parameters for selecting the best model. 

This is important because a model may have good accuracy, but other parameters in it may not 

show the right results. Therefore, considering all the factors and after comparing different types of 

plots, we choose the final model. Hence, KNN had the best performance among the other 3 models 

(Decision tree, Random Forest, gradient boosting machine) because its results in different plots 

such as AUC plot, precision-recall, feature importance, confusion matrix, Calibration curves, 

validation curve are more precise than other models. 

Based on the discussion in my final defense and also the potential of this work to continue 

and the comments which I received, for the future work of this study, I have the plan to add the 

following sections for expanding the different parts of this plugin; site selection decision making. 
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1- I will show the results of each analysis which change based on the selection of different layers 

as an origin point, this option gives the user the chance of comparison to figure out which result 

is more in line with their wishes and plans and can cover most of their requirements and criteria.  

2- As we mentioned before, in this thesis only the point format of the GIS information has been 

used for analysis and calculations. To get closer to reality in calculations, Also, I have the plan 

to define a function that can automatically transfer one type of data to other types so that we 

can use all the other types of data in our dataset. For example, transferring polyline or polygon 

format to point format and vice versa.  

3- All parameters and factors (layouts) which are involved in finding the potential location are 

categorized under 3 main sections including.  

1- Human factor 

2- Physical & Environmental Factor 

3- Economic factor 

 

Figure 225: Schematic diagram of California’s database 
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In the future development of this system, 4 levels can be considered to analyze the 

parameters. At each level factors and parameters are weighted according to their importance in 

finding the best solution. 

 

Figure 226: Internal analysis which will be done based on the different layouts of the database. 

To reach an accurate result or correct answer, it is recommended that the smart selection first 

selects a country, a region out of the country, locality out of the region, and the exact site plan out 

of the chosen locality. Selecting a location out of a locality, a region, or a country should be based 

on a thorough review of relevant factors. Hence, selection depends upon the following factors. 

Image 226 can be explored through the explanation below: 

1. Process of Selection – Level 1: County 

2. Process of Selection – Level 2: Region 

3. Process of Selection – Level 3: Locality or Community 

4. Process of Selection – Level 4: Site 
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Considering the 3 main categories which were mentioned before, we can promote the 

economic impact (less cost), functional impact (higher productivity), public acceptance (better 

community relations), and quality of life (better living). For this study, only one or two layers were 

selected from the comprehensive database for the initial analysis. 

4- After running the plugin, all the required methods and machine learning algorithms are recalled 

for returning the final results. By hitting the Ok button, and after completing the calculation 

with help of machine learning algorithms the user can see the final results in two ways; 0 or 1. 

If the plugin returns number 0 it means that the selected X and Y (selected location) cannot be 

a good candidate for establishing a new factory. On the other hand, if the plugin returns number 

1 it means that the selected X and Y (selected location) can be a good candidate for establishing 

a new factory. And this issue is because 0 is referring to non-important points and 1 is referring 

to the important point. However, as we can measure the amount of each cluster in the 

distribution plot (see images 97 and 108), so we have a plan to add more sections in the final 

results indicating the percentage of the correct answer which is related to the amount of each 

cluster that has been created through KNN algorithm. Also, another factor can be used to 

measure the correctness of the answer and it is showing the score factor (see images 148, 184) 

when the final result returns. The model can give a score to each prediction on unseen data. 

This score is between 0 and 1. The closer the result is to 1, the more accurate the answer. So, 

we can show both these parameters when the final result return in UI (Plugin interface), 

therefore the user can better understand the answer that the plugin will display. The following 

image can show these goals.  
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Figure 227: Displaying more information in the UI of the plugin when it returns the final result. 

5- In this study, we considered a hexagonal mesh with a radius of 5 miles as a network on which 

we can show the final results. In this study, each of the hexagons is published as an urban 

parcel to be able to compare parcels in the final results. However, for the future development 

of this study, we have a plan to decrease the size of the calculation from all over California 

state to just a city or county in this state. In this way, we can better control the parameters and 

we can reach accurate and reliable results.   

6- As the last discussion, we should mention that since the ultimate goal of this study is to be able 

to provide this plugin as an auxiliary tool for firms, companies, and institutions, so 

arrangements should be made in which all the conditions are provided for the practical use of 

a plugin. In this regard, the speed of calculations should be improved by methods, so that more 

factors can be considered to find the optimal answer. 
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SECTION 7 : CONCLUSIONS  

The main purpose of this study was to find a location or several candidates that have the 

potential for establishing a new factory by prioritizing the sites plans that are close to the places 

which have renewable energies. As the plant layer is including hundreds of the factories in 

California State that are using renewable energies, so we can say that they are some points that are 

close to our concept. Therefore, in two tries we did the whole of the process once manufacturing 

plants were as the origin point, and once the school layer was an origin point. This process showed 

that changing the origin layer can change the final result since by changing the origin layer we are 

changing the resources for designing the hubs. For doing this analysis two different tasks in the 

format of python codes were used. Also, the PyCaret library was implemented as a multifunctional 

library for covering the purpose of the machine learning parts. It is important to mention that in 

advance level of working with Pycaret library we can pass more details inside each method to 

reach the exact answer to our question. This study needs more details in the future to go to the 

depth of calculation and all these tries are because of the boosting the accuracy of the result. 

Although there are lots of solutions for finding the optimum location for the specific purpose in 

this thesis, we tried to get a little closer to the answer with the help of the important logic (access 

to essential urban services and renewable energies), as well as machine learning algorithms. This 

is despite the fact that in previous studies, close to this subject, more classical methods have been 

used to find the answer to the question. Moreover, the California State can be one of the target site 

plans for testing our data due to the importance of this state for using renewable energies for a 

different purpose.  
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SECTION 8 : POINTS OF NOTE 

8.1 – WORK PLAN AND TIMETABLE   

Using the previous experiences, I had already gained, I started to work on my thesis in May 

2021 based on the following timeline. The details of this timetable were as following:   

Table 2: Timetable of the study 

 

 
• Topic selection 

• Doing some search around the topic  

• Research for literature review 

• Doing topic modeling  

• Collecting data  

• Writing the proposal  
 

 
• Finalizing data and creating the database  

• Building workflow 

 • Starting coding 

 
• Starting machine learning section 

• Initial testing  

 • Feedback and correction 

 • Finalizing the workflow and output  

 • Thesis and defense  

 • Submission milestone  
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8.2 – OUTPUTS OF THIS STUDY – PUBLICATION    

The abstract of the initial concept of this thesis was submitted at ACSA Conference which 

will hold MARCH 17-19, 2022, | in Los Angeles. For more information regarding the ACSA 

conference please refer to the following link. We are working on its full paper for submission. 

https://www.acsa-arch.org/conference/110th-annual-meeting/call-for-abstracts-projects/ 

 

The abstract and full paper of this thesis is preparing to submit at the CAADRIA 2022 // 

POST CARBON // which will hold SYDNEY // 9 - 15 APRIL 2022. For more information 

regarding the CAADRIA 2022 conference please refer to the following link. https://caadria2022.org/ 

  

https://www.acsa-arch.org/conference/110th-annual-meeting/call-for-abstracts-projects/
https://caadria2022.org/
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65. Websites for collecting data – Open Sources Data 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/ 

https://data.edd.ca.gov/ 

https://data.ca.gov/ 

https://data.chhs.ca.gov/ 

http://census.ire.org/data/bulkdata.html 

https://datausa.io/profile/geo/california 

https://geodata.lib.berkeley.edu/?f%5Bdc_format_s%5D%5B%5D=Shapefile&f%5Bdct_spatial_sm%5D%5B%5D

=California&page=10 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset?groups=energy 

https://solareis.anl.gov/maps/gis/index.cfm 

https://blmsolar.anl.gov/maps/shapefiles/ 

https://www.energy.ca.gov/data-reports/energy-almanac/california-electricity-data 

https://databasin.org/galleries/07acc8fec40a41f586a421cdcef98e96/#expand=103254%2C103255%2C103222%2C1

03220 

 

https://healthyplacesindex.org/data-reports/ 

https://healthyplacesindex.org/data-reports/ 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/group/land-management 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/school-lands 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/high-water-line 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/low-water-line 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/calfire-forestdistricts1 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/significant-lands-water-lines 
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https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/california-building-climate-zones 
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https://www.energy.ca.gov/data-reports/energy-almanac/california-electricity-data/california-electrical-energy-

generation 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/california-electricity-demand-forecast-zones 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/california-electric-utility-service-areas 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/california-natural-gas-service-area 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/california-electric-balancing-authority 

https://gis.data.ca.gov/search?collection=Dataset 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/biosds714-fmu 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/vegetation-survey-points-cdfw-ds1020 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/suction-dredge-special-regulations-2020-ds788 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/conservation-plan-boundaries-hcp-and-nccp-ds760 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/wildlife-conservation-board-wcb-approved-projects-ds672 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/seeps-and-springs-ace-ds27311 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/lakes-by-watershed-ace-ds2762 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/species-biodiversity-ace-ds2769 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/communityvulnerability2020 

https://ucsd.libguides.com/gis/data-geographic-region#CALIFORNIA 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/surface-water-water-quality-regulated-facility-information 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/water-quality-data 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/surface-water-sampling-location-information 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/surface-water-habitat-results 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/calgw_update2020/resource/ed76914e-e8e2-4731-aecc-6417e90ff9b1 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/calgw_update2020/resource/4cee2c97-2a5f-433d-b52c-99cbf31d57cf 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/quarterly-census-of-employment-and-wages-qcew 

https://www.edd.ca.gov/newsroom/unemployment-april-2021.htm 

https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/data/Top-Statistics.html#UR 

https://www.bls.gov/bls/geography.htm 
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https://data.ers.usda.gov/reports.aspx?ID=17828 

https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/data/Top-Statistics.html#UR 

https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/data/interactive-labor-market-data-tools.html 

https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/geography/supply-and-demand-tool.html 

https://data.edd.ca.gov/d/yimz-gm8e/visualization 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/taxablesalesbycitysmall1 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/taxablesalesbycitylarge1 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/taxsaleslargecounties1 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/taxsalessmallcounties1 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/taxsalesbycounty1 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/sutdrevdistcountiescountytranstax 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/cdtfa-administrative-areas1 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/wioa-regional-planning-units-boundary-map 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/california-counties 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/california-counties 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/regional-economic-markets-boundary-map 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/california-metropolitan-statistical-areas-msa-and-metropolitan-divisions-md 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/facility-profile-attributes 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/death-profiles-by-zip-code 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/managed-care-provider-network 

https://data.chhs.ca.gov/dataset/electronic-health-record-ehr-incentive-program-payments-for-eligible-

providers3/resource/d59097d4-dfa2-40be-b95f-a025c52f82d0?inner_span=True 

https://data.chhs.ca.gov/dataset/electronic-health-record-ehr-incentive-program-payments-to-eligible-

hospitals3/resource/26c4dac8-93e0-4465-8881-49bd5d11b811?inner_span=True 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/licensed-and-certified-healthcare-facility-listing-may-20211 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/enrolled-medi-cal-fee-for-service-provider-file2 

https://data.ca.gov/dataset/family-pact-providers-file1 

https://apps.gis.ucla.edu/geodata/dataset/california-public-schools 

https://apps.gis.ucla.edu/geodata/dataset/california-primary-and-secondary-roads 

https://apps.gis.ucla.edu/geodata/dataset/california-places-cities-and-census-designated-places 

https://apps.gis.ucla.edu/geodata/dataset/california-census-tracts-with-census-2010-dp1 

https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/tiger-line-shapefile-2017-state-california-current-county-subdivision-state-based 

https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=2f227372477d4cddadc0cd0b002ec657 

https://geodata.lib.berkeley.edu/catalog/stanford-zp226vq1688 

https://geodata.lib.berkeley.edu/catalog/stanford-jt346pj7452 

https://geodata.lib.berkeley.edu/catalog/stanford-cj067sr0133 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/wind-project-size-in-california-counties-and-the-united-states 

https://apps.gis.ucla.edu/geodata/dataset/north-america-roads-and-highways 

https://geodata.lib.berkeley.edu/catalog/stanford-wh394qy4535 

https://geodata.lib.berkeley.edu/catalog/stanford-ws423tx2448 

https://geodata.lib.berkeley.edu/catalog/stanford-dw718fh3417 

https://geodata.lib.berkeley.edu/catalog/stanford-mj355yr6542 

https://cecgis-caenergy.opendata.arcgis.com/documents/CAEnergy::utility-scale-renewable-and-non-renewable-

electrical-generation-by-county/explore 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/utility-scale-renewable-and-non-renewable-electrical-generation-by-county 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/electric-utility-service-area 

https://data.cnra.ca.gov/dataset/utility-scale-renewable-and-non-renewable-energy 

https://solareis.anl.gov/maps/gis/index.cfm 

https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/2021/02/08/defining-15-minute-city 

https://gisgeography.com/rasterization-vectorization/ 
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